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A few summers ago I was pursuing that popular Alpine pastime of lying flat on my
back in the scorching sun waiting for the predicted spell of bad weather to arrive so
that I would be in a position, when it finally departed, to go up and attempt some
route or other. I had been musing on how futile this was when my thoughts were
disturbed by movements coming from within a newly arrived and obviously
American tent. It had been sandwiched between a battered Morris Traveller and a
washing line bearing an enormous array of coloured objects that could once well
have been socks. The occupant with an aspect not dissimilar to that of Clint
Eastwood emerged and proceeded to join in the company of a group of British
climbers apparently discussing ideas for some forthcoming project. It appeared
that the word 'Walker' must have been mentioned, as the American suddenly halted
the conversation, dived into his back pocket and brought out a crumpled piece of
lined paper. He ran his finger down the page.

'I've got it-Walker Spur-it's on my list!'
Then, after a pause, he asked quizzically.

'It's up on one of those high crags you have to walk to, isn't it?'
He could have been sitting in the 'Pass' talking about Cyrn Las. Yet almost by

accident he had summed up the whole situation of Alpine climbing in the mid
seventies-a remarkable and rapid change in attitude.

Up to the minute reports on events that occur in the Alps are now very well
documented in regular climbing publications such as Mountain and La Montagne,
which carry generally accurate and extensive information sections. To a lesser
extent, contribution is also made by Les Alpes, Alpinismus and Revista delta Montagna.
A more detailed and informative coverage is to be found in the Bulletins produced
by the Alpine Climbing Group and this is the main reason for its continued
existence.

An appraisal of the changes which occurred in the years 1975-77 in the Alps and
the 'State of the Art' as it is at present must surely begin with the ever-increasing
problem of over-crowding, which is nowhere more apparent than in the Mecca of
Alpine climbing-the Mont Blanc massif.

More and more people are finding today that, with a general increase in the
standard of living and the relative cheapness of air flights, the world has become a
far smaller place. There are also increasing numbers of people in the more leisure
orientated countries of the world whose sole purpose in working is to earn enough
to participate in other activities-in this case climbing. It is probably cheaper for
these people to visit the Alps than it has ever been in the past and they-are making
more and more use of this advantage.

In addition to the mountaineering press there are now large numbers of English
language guide-books to most areas in the Alpine chain. Hopefully these are
enticing climbers away from the over-crowded regions of Chamonix and Zermatt to
the less well-known, but still remarkably fine mountains elsewhere. Arthaud have
begun to publish the latest revised and definitive French editions to the Dauphine
and Mont Blanc in 4 volumes for each region and the original 2-volume AC guide
book. to Mont Blanc is being replaced by a 3-volume series of 'selected climbs', 2 of
which are now available. A 3-volume guide-book to the Pennine Alps and a 2-
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volume guide-book to the Bernese Oberland should soon supersede the present
outdated material. It is hoped that these will show the discerning climber the many
fine possibilities in the area besides the well-known and well-trodden classics.

One work above all others has affected climbing in the Mont Blanc massif over
the last 3 years; Gaston Rebuffat has a lot to answer for! Before the publication of
his 'hundred finest routes' such climbs as the Pain du Sucre 1 face or the E ridge of
the Plan received surprisingly little attention. Recently the difficulty of getting on to
these routes has not been caused so much by the berg-schrund, as by the queues!
Will his recent additions to the series, namely Dauphine, Vanoise (Graians W) and
Pyrenees, have the same effect on these areas?

A by-product of this work has been the sudden revelation to many English
speaking parties of the wealth of fine rock climbs on the opposite side of the
Chamonix valley in the Aiguilles Rouges, previously the preserve of guided
instruction and of 'those in the know'. Suitable for short days, these non-serious
training routes, generally climbable when conditions preclude walking any further
than Montenvers, now receive a considerable amount of traffic. In the past 3 years
most British parties visiting Chamonix have made an excursion to these peaks at
least once during their stay.

Over-population has certainly led to ma~y accidents. Apart from the obvious
instances of objective danger caused by parties above, the higher numbers found on
more difficult and dangerous terrain have led to a false sense of security and the
tendency to belittle certain routes that in the past few years have received many
ascents. The Triolet, for example, has become no less serious or easier. Technical
ability and, more important, attitudes have changed. Yet it would seem that many
ascents are achieved with a far narrower margin of safety than was present a few
years ago, if the accident/incident statistics are any indication. At the other end of
the scale 'objective danger' caused by others on the mountain has even reached the
overcrowded walls of the S face of the Midi. At least 2 climbers have been hit by
falling tubes of sun-tan lotion.

The placing of a hut-warden in the Trident hut for the first time in 1975 was
ostensibly so that there would be fairly constant observation of the events taking
place on the Brenva face and its environs, thus providing a more rapid
communication with the valley in the event of any emergency. One cannot help
feeling, however, that, with the greater numbers now frequenting the hut, the
expected revenue played more than a small part in this decision.

Perhaps to avoid the symptoms of overcrowding and to feel the thrill and
exhilaration of fast climbing unencumbered by gear, solo climbing still maintains
its yearly output of audacious ascents, although the number of solo climbers is
small. The satisfaction of completing a route solo is one of the greatest experiences
the Alps can offer, but the penalty for error is too great. Everybody makes mistakes,
but in soloing without security you can only make one. Recently 2 of the greatest
exponents of solo climbing in France-Bernard Macho and Robert Chere-paid
the price.

All those who climb the harder rock routes in the Alps are aware of the need to
preserve these fine creations in the cleanest possible form. The use of nuts, both for
protection and aid, has caught on with climbers from many of the nations now
visiting the range. It is noticeable that the newest climbs in the Mont Blanc range,
together with older routes that until recently had received relatively few ascents,
have gained very little ironmongery, despite a great increase in popularity over the
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la t few yeat's. In the first category it is wonh melllioning the fine climb 10 be
found on the Pillars of the W face of the Grands Charmoz and the S face of the
Aiguille du Roe. Great quality and ea e of acce s have made the e 'modern classics',
In the second category an obvious example i the S face of the Fou, where great care
has been exerci ed in the past 10 remove as much of the aid as po ible, There seems
little prospect of much addition of hardware 10 these route in the future,

Winter ascents often contribute 10 the large numbers of pegs that have recently
appeared on cenain routes eg the Petites J OI'asses and a number of harder
Dolomite climbs. However, emphasis is on better style and great efforts are being
made to remove enormous qualllities of pegs from classic and over-popular routes
in the Dolomites and the Mont Blanc range, This aligns with recelll developments
in Britain and U A of the free climbing of existing aid routes. The first notable
contribution in the Alp has come from Jean-Claude Droyer on the classic Bonalli
route on the Grand Capucin, Since 1975 he had made progressive attempts 10 de
peg the route, but, bored by the tedium of this, he finally climbed the face in 1977

u ing only 9 poillls of aid (but many of the in-situ peg 1'01' protection). COlllinuous
free climbing of this standard had never been practised before high ill the massif,
except for an almost free ascent of the W face of the Dru by the American direct
start in 1971, There have already been attempts 10 clean up other routes on the Dru
and it seems inevitable that this trend will eventually reach all comers of the Alp in
an effort 10 I'eturn the classics to their original form.

The search for new route is pursued as eagerly as ever, but there is increasingly
limited space in which 10 perform. In fact the situation is rather like that of British
crag climbing, Around Chamonix at lea t, it eems that any unclimbed area is now
treated as a potential new route, even if it finishes nowhere near a summit or takes
similar ground 10 other established lines on the same face. This does not necessarily
mean that the climbing is not of high quality-exemplified by the steep mixed
climbing, probably found near its best, on the many 'dOlled lines' swamping the
face ofLes Droites and the Grand Pilier d'Angle.

Taking slOck, the density of the routes is quite alarming. The N face of the
Grandes Joras es now has a total of 16 and the W face of the Grands Charmoz 7,
even though there are only 2 independent finishes in the upper section.

El ewhere, thankfully, the pace is slower and the situation not nearly so critical,
though it is illleresting to note that the number of mutes on the and W faces of
the Monch has doubled since 1974, and the number of routes and variation on the

face of the Lauterbrunnen Breithorn has risen lo 6, As for the face of the Eiger,
I nave lost count! It is, however, still po ible 10 find the odd unclimbed face
around these pans as wit nessed by a solo first a cent of the N face of the Mittaghorn
on the imposing Lauterbrunnen wall in 1976.

A commem made recently that best sums up the ituation is that there are no
longer any hard climbs left in the Alps, Conversely it could be said that there are
100 many good climbers. The notable alpinists these days have become so by
making a large number of high standard ascents-only one of which a few years
ago would have been needed 10 produce the same effecl. Time are definitely
changing. A cents of the Dru Couloir no longer rai e eyebmws and the Super
couloir on MOIll Blanc du Tacul, con idered by the first a censioni ts 10 be harder
still, and having resisted a fair number of wintet' attempts (including 3 by
independent British parties) allowed 2 one-day ascents in June 1977, What has
previously been considered 'last great problem', uch as the fil'st winter ascents of
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the N face of the Aiguille de Leschaux and the E face of the Grandes Jorasses, on
the day (in March 1976 and 1977 respectively) passed by almost unnoticed. A new
route by 3 Belgian alpinists on the N face of the Grand Pilier d'Angle, left of the
Cecchinel-Nomine, was repeated 2 days later by a British party and again several
days after that by another team-each convinced that they were making a first
ascent.

Remember sitting on the Biolay camp site in 1968 gazing in awe at a group of
Scottish lads, resting on their laurels and festering away a few weeks of fine weather,
having completed their major route of the season? Word had spread around the
camp-site, the route was only mentioned in whispers-the Frendo Spur! Looking
at the state of play today it seems impossible to believe that this era existed only 10
years ago.

Events that were inconceivable even a few years ago have already come to pass
and thus the first summer ascent of the Harlin route on the Eiger over 7 days in
August 1976 by a Czech team was followed by an even more rapid 2-man Anglo
American ascent in October 1977. Oesmaison's epic route up the left side of the
Walker Spur had its second ascent over a mere 3 days in August 1977. The very
steep line of ice-gullies on the right-hand side of the spur, the previous scene of a
prolonged winter attempt using siege tactics, was caught unawares by a crafty
evening start during early August 1976. All these routes had generally been
considered far too dangerous for summer conditions.

The proliferation of ice/mixed climbing began with the widespread use of new
equipment in the early seventies. In fact pure rock is definitely no longer in vogue,
irrespective of the conditions prevalent on the mountain at the time. However, it
was not until 1975 that climbers began to venture on to the more 'objectively
dangerous' of the harder ice routes, confident no doubt that their speed and
expertise on front points could carry them swiftly through the danger zones. In that
year rapid one-day ascents of the N faces of the Grand Pilier d'Angle, Shroud and
Oru Couloir, routes that had previously required one or more bivouacs, empha
sized the fact that, treated in the right fashion, these climbs were not the suicidal
death traps that had once been supposed. Only 2 years later the Shroud was
soloed in an amazing 2l hours. Almost overnight the psychological barriers had
been broken and the infrequently climbed N faces of Les Courtes and Les Oroites
suddenly seemed to become 'Voies Normales'. Take another example-the
Lagarde-Segogne couloir. First climbed way before its time in 1926, pronounced
totally unjustifiable-to be avoided at all costs, and only receiving its second
ascent in the winter of 1971, it has now been rediscovered as a June climb, very
much in the modern idiom and since 1975 has been rapidly growing in popularity
with continental ice specialists.

1975 and 1976 greatly favoured ice climbers as large snow-falls in- the previous
winters and springtimes had left ice routes in a very snowy condition, producing
crisp neve after an overnight freeze and facilitating easier and more rapid ascents.
1976 was the antithesis. Very little winter precipitation and warm spring weather
led to freak conditions. Some glaciers were impassable: bergschrunds uncrossable
and stone-fall widespread. There were even tales at one stage of the frontier ridge
on Mont Maudit being a pure rock climb! Fortunately the weather was so poor
throughout the season that at the higher altitudes things were generally plastered
safely in place and many parties tackled the hardest ice routes despite their very
poor condition-a noticeable trend.
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With an amazing disregard for the excellence of some of the ice climbing
elsewhere in the chain, Chamonix still maintains its overwhelming popularity
with climber from all nations. There are many rea on why this should be so apart
from the quality of the routes. An ever improving information and weather centre
in the Bureau des Guides, combined with a fast and efficient rescue sel-vice, takes a
great deal of the uncertainty out of the planning and execution of the more serious
route. One has to be far more elf. reliant in the Oberland, and to much the ame
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ex[elll in the Valais, where the forecast and re cue sen'ice are nOl quite so readil
available.

nOlher reason could well be expense. Chamonix lill caters for the impecun
ious with free camping facilities and a lower cost of living. However, recelll
inflation in Britain seem 10 have made the compari on between our food prices
and ajudicious use of the wiss Migro upermarket chain rather more rea onable.

The social side is also well maintained, though the inevitable losure of 'Snells
field' in 1976 has fragmellled the tribe omewhal. The atmosphere is certainly no
longer the same and the effect of thi act on the aClual climbing could well be
greater than fir t imagined.

There are in faCt many more climber from Britain visiting the more remote
areas of the Alps, but still, it eems, vel)' few are allempting the major routes. In the
Oberland and Pennine Alps British panie have made new route on the I faces of
the Moi'lch (2), Glet cherhorn, Ne [horn and the celllre of the Fieschenvand
between the Och and Gro Fie cherhorn. Important first Briti h a cem have
been made of the I faces of the chreckhorn, Morgenhorn, Ochs Fie chen,'and,
Aletschhorn, Lot chelllaler Breithorn, Zermall Breithorn, Mont Brule and Delll
Blanche (original roule). Some of the e are really excellelll climbs which, if situated
half way up the Argentiere glacier would probably by now have 20 time as man
a cems.

The only major ice-faces IOtall . negleCted by British parties would now seem 10

be those of the Bernina and Austrian Alp (with one notable exception). Most of the
other in witzerland have only been ampled by one or two Briti h panie 10 date
and an enhanced exploralOry atmosphere urrounds their a cenl. But do not leave
it 100 late-these area are catching up fasl.

J JJ AlelJchhorn, N fact
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The winters over these 3 years were not good. The fabled 2-week anticyclonic
fine spells have recently been keeping the inhabitants of the Canary Islands fairly
happy, but the whole Alpine chain has generally suffered prolonged periods of
bad weather and avalanche danger. The few fine sessions have, considerately,
chosen to arrive at the peak holiday periods-usually Christmas-and have thus
been used to full advantage.

During the sixties there was a remarkable leap in the standards of winter
climbing. Previously very few ascents of any length or difficulty had been attempted
in winter months. Suddenly the N faces of the Eiger, Matterhorn and Grandes
Jorasses were climbed, revealing that future possibilities were limitless. Since then
attention has been directed towards the 'Grandes Courses' of the Alpine chain
together with the creation of many hard couloir climbs. The latter were obvious
death traps in the summer, but in winter their danger was dormant and
considerable time could be spent battling with the hard, brittle ice, safe in the
knowledge that the chance of falling masses was minimal. In 1975 the Super
couloir on Mont Blanc du Tacul and the Grande Central couloir on the W face of
the Plan fell into this category. In 1976 it was the turn of the Central couloir on the
N face of the Pic Sans Nom in the Dauphine, a climb considered by the
ascensionists to be a great deal harder and m6re dangerous than the Dru couloir.
Many of these ascents took place in the months ofApril/Mayor October as offering
the best compromise between the easier climbing conditions found in summer, due
to softer ice formed at higher temperatures, and the almost non-existent objective
dangers produced by the extreme cold of winter. The only disadvantage is the high
risk of bad weather at these times of the year.

With most of the harder routes now having allowed at least one party to breach
their defences in winter, attention is now turning to the intermediate routes that
somehow were missed in the rush. Accessibility is a main factor of choice in winter
and some of the easier angled rock routes will present very hard problems indeed
under a covering of winter snow. Unfortunately temperatures are generally too low
to allow for the style of climbing practised on buttress climbs in Scotland under
winter conditions. Dry powder predominates and to illustrate the point-a recent
winter attempt on a middle grade rock route on the Italian side of the Mont Blanc
range ground to a halt after 2 days had been spent negotiating the first 5 or 6

pitches that had only required an hour to climb in the summer! The climbing had
been absorbing and excellent but unfortunately a 2-week fine spell had not been
promised.

Since 1975 British parties have been regularly visiting the Alps during the
Christmas and Easter holiday periods and ascents have included a hard new route
on the Monch, the N face of the Matterhorn (twice), the Nant Blanc faces of the
Aiguille Verte and Aiguille Sans Nom, the N couloir of the Chardonnet and the N
faces and/or spurs of the Droites, Pointe du Domino, Aiguille Verte, Ebnefluh and
Mont Blanc de Cheilon. In the Dolomites an almost complete ascent was made of
the N wall of the Sassolunga-the first time that a British party has ventured on to a
demanding route under winter conditions in this area. There were also some very
near misses on the Croz Spur and the Supercouloir-incidents where that extra day
of fine weather would have made all the difference.

That winter climbing is becoming an increasingly popular part of the sport is
borne out by recent information that the Gervasutti Couloir on Mont Blanc du
Tacul, perhaps one of the most easily accessible climbs of its type in the Alps, has
received over 50 winter ascents to date.
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ations that have come to the forefront of the prolonged winter expedition are
the Eastern European countries of Poland and Czechoslovakia. This is no doubt
due, in part, to their great team-work and inherent toughness. Recent ascents of the
direct Robbin /Harlin route on the Dru and a traverse of the Mont Blanc range
from the Col de Voza to the Col des Hirondelles, both requiring nearly 2 weeks of
hard effort, can be cited as worthy examples.

Far fewer winter ascents appear to have been made in the Bregaglia or Bernina,
though information is always harder to come by for these regions. The
predominance of slabby rock in the Bregaglia makes any winter ascent a difficult
undertaking, for example the now very popular and classic Flatiron (NW) ridge of
the Piz Gemelli only received its first winter ascent in 1976.

With the major classic routes above Chamonix completed in winter, French
climbers have turned their attention to the Dauphine in the last few years and
produced notable first ascents of the Couzy route on the NW face of the Olan
(1977), the Georges/ ussenberger route on the N face of the Pic Sans Nom (a
remarkable performance was a prolonged solo ascent of this climb shortly after
wards in the winter of 1976') and the N face of the Rateau (1975), a hard route with
a difficult and lengthy approach even in summer. Although most of the harder
climbs in this region have now received British ascents in summer it would appear
that none of them have gained populariry with any further visiting parties. In fact
the 3 years in question showed a remarkable lack of British activity. The reputation
of the rock seems to deter many.

A fringe spon that has taken a big leap fonvard (if one can be excused the quip)
is extreme ki-ing. With almost all the couloirs descended, the time had come for
skiers to turn to more complicated and difficult routes, where they would be forced
to use a rope to negotiate one or more sections totally impracticable on ski, such as
a serac balTier or a narrow ice-runnel. Until 1977 only very shon sections of teep
telTain had been attempted, but that year saw the beginning of some remarkable
descents that have totally demoralized the aspiring ice climber.

Ski descents of the Peuterey ridge, the Cordier couloir on the Aiguille Verte, the
N faces of Col Peuterey, Aiguille Blanche de Peuterey, Aiguille du Midi, Grand
Casse, Lyskamm and Obergabe1horn were followed by descents of the narrow Jager
couloir on Mont Blanc du Tacul, the N side of the Col du Plan, the N face of the
Plan (which together with the Nant Blanc face of the Aiguille Vene had, due to their
present state of glaciation, been presenting considerable difficulties to would-be
ascensionists) and, perhaps the most amazing of all, the Austrian route on the N
face of Les Counes. The thought of having to duck to avoid skiers while making an
ascent of the face of Les Droites or the Shroud has taken a step nearer reality. The
2 main exponents of thi art seem to be the Frenchmen, J. M. Boivin and D.
Chauchefoin.

Just as mountaineers are now finding a visit to the Alps less of an ordeal, so too
many more teams forming small and lightweight 'expeditions' at-e foregoing their
Alpine season to visit the Andes or H imalaya, and there has been a notable absence
of many previous regulars. Here they can put into practice techniques, acquired
during summer and winter in the Alps, on bigger peaks at greater altitude or
discover fine new rOutes on attraCtive peaks of an Alpine scale-the scope fOI- which
no longer exists in the European chain. If progress continues at the present pace
then, despite the political wrangles and struggles with officialdom characteristic of
the greater ranges, it would seem likely that many of the points raised in this article
could apply there too-in a shorter time than you think!
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